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HINDU KusH. The first ascent of Point 729I m. (Shingeik Zom), 

east of Noshaq, has been made by members of the Bayerische Chitral 
Kundfahrt. Members of the expedition included Frau Iris Trubswetter 
and her husband and Wilhelm Kick. It is hoped to publish further 
details in our next issue. 

Point 729I m. was the last virgin 7ooo-er of the Noshaq group.1 

PUNJAB HIMALAYA 

SoLANG WEISSHORN. In chapter five of his book Kulu and Lahoul, 
Brigadier-General C. G. Bruce describes the first ascent of the mountain 
he named Solang Weisshorn, I9,450 ft., on the Kulu /Bara Bangahal 
divide, a few miles north-west of Manali. The ascent was made on 
June 23, I9I2, by his Swiss guide Heinrich Fuhrer of Meiringen accom
panied by a Gurkha soldier. Elsewhere he enthusiastically describes 
the climbing of the great Solang peak and its associates as: 'A very fine 
climb and very fine expeditions'. 

The second ascent of the Solang Weisshorn (see illustration no. 74), 
known to the paharis (hillmen) as Hanuman Tibba, which is likely to 
become the official name in India, was made nearly fifty-four years later, 
on June 3, I966, by an Indo-British party organised by members of the 
Bombay Climbers' Club.2 

The party elected to approach Hanuman Tibba from the south-east 
via the precipitous gorges of the Manalsu river, held by local hunters 
to be impassable, and attempted unsuccessfully on three previous 
occasions by Pettigrew. The eventual route, a strenuous undertaking, 
took seven days to cover nine miles and gain 5300 ft. In addition 520ft. 
of fixed rope was employed on the cliff sections as security for the Tibetan 
porters who, though getting progressively more reluctant to rock-climb 
with 65 lb. loads, saw the caravan through to Base Camp, I I,5oo ft. 

Base Camp was established in the remote Upper Manalsu valley, 
three miles south of Seri on May 27, beneath a spectacular rock wall 
some 3000 ft. high, and close to a spur inhabited by a herd of ibex con
taining some splendid heads. 

Subsequent days were spent in reconnoitring a route northwards and 
establishing Camp I at I4,500 ft. Beyond the camp the route soon 
climbed out of the Upper Manalsu valley, over its west containing wall, 
and across the KulufBara Bangahal by easy but exhausting neves to the 

1 Fourteen 7000 m. peaks have now been climbed in the Hindu Kush. 
2 J. Nanavati; V. Nadkami; E. G . Warhurst; R. Pettigrew (leader). Sherpas: 

Pasang Lakhpa; Ang Nima. Ladakhis: Rinzing; Chering Namgyal. Seven 
Tibetan porters assisted the expedition to establish Base Camp. 
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foot of the South face of Hanuman Tibba. amp 2 \Vas duly established 
at r6,soo ft. on June 2. 

From this camp on June 3 h~o ropes consisting of Pettigrew and 
Pasang, Ang Nima and Rinzing, set off at dawn to make a summit bid by 
a route which vv-ound its way through the triple-tiered ice-cliffs of the 
South face. 

Progress was encouragingly swift as far as the upper tier of the ice
cliffs some 6ooft. belo\v the summit cone. The snow condition was just 
beginning to perplex the party when suddenly, with a loud report, a 
quarter-mile \vide wind-slab avalanche split off at the exact level of the 
leading rope and S\:Vept the t\VO ropes helplessly down the slope for soo ft., 
only to discard them on the narrow terrace above the second tier of 
ice-cliffs. A later examination of the debris showed that the avalanche 
had continued for a further I soo ft. below the second tier, and had come 
close to obliterating Camp 2 before it stopped. 

Uninjured but bereft of an ice-axe, the party quit the South face and 
traversed eastwards to gain the crest of the corniced East ridge. Climbing 
steeply past small outcrops of vivid yello\v rock, the snow summit \Vas 
reached at I 1.30 a.m. 

After a brief session of photography and observation on top, the party 
retired to the nearest rocks for a meal. An hour later, after depositing a 
thermos flask containing names on the outcrop, they began an uneventful 
descent to Camp 2, re-entered at 3. 30 p.m. 

T\vo virgin peaks of I 7,400 ft., and I 6, 524 ft ., \vere also climbed by 
the expedition \vhich returned to Manali by a high level route on June 7. 

ROBERT PETTIGREvV. 

T URKEY. S. E. P. O\vill and party \.V ere in the Sat Dag range in 
the summer of 1966. On June 30 they made the first ascent of <Rock 
Peak', to the south of Bay Lake. Next day the Gevar Pass was crossed, 
and on July 2 the party climbed Cia-e-Hendevade by the North face; 
this is believed to be a first ascent. 

THE ALPS 

MONT BLANC. Right-hand Pillar of Brouillard.3 Route description: 
Approach : From the Eccles bivouac hut, contour round leftwards and 
drop about 50 m. to the upper neve of the Brouillard glacier. Cut across 

3 As was noted in A.J. 70.317, the first ascent of this route ·was made, via the 
Rjght Edge, by C. J. S. Bonington, J. Harlin, R. Baillie and B. Robertson on 
August 21, 1965, after two attempts via the Great Diedre by Bonington and 
Baillie on August xo-x r and August 14- 1 S· The technical description and photo
graph now printed came to hand too late to appear "vith Baillie's article on the 
climb (A.J. 7 I . 68- 74). EDITOR . 
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towards the Pillar, crossing the upper bergschrund low and aiming for 
the steep cracks some 3 o m. to the left of the couloir which descends on 
the right of the Pillar. This traverse leads one onto the Pillar some 70 m. 
above its base. There is danger from falling rock and ice in the couloir 
after dawn. 

Route: via the Right Edge. Climb so m. up steep cracks just to the 
left of a small ceiling (V Sup.). Then up and leftwards into a recessed 
corner, following it (V) on to the Right Edge of the Pillar (so m.). Go 
up steep twin cracks (V, 7 m.) and break out left by a concealed traverse 
(V) on to a large ledge system. Good bivouacs. Now aim diagonally 
right to the top of a small pedestal easily visible on the Right Edge 
(IV Sup., 6o m.). Take the awkward crack (A2; It in. angles or wedges; 
I5 m.), then by strenuous free climbing (V Sup.) to a ledge. Then up 
left via an obvious crack (IV Sup., 30 m.) to a ledge at the foot of a large, 
smooth wall. Take the obvious crack, the 'Beanstalk ', first wide, then 
narrow (AI and V) for 40 m. to a series of small overhangs (hanging 
belay). Place a high piton and pendulum right into a shallow groove. 
Up this (V, I o m.) to a ledge. Bivouac. Up the crack immediately 
above (AI, 2 pitons) and out left along a traverse line (IV Sup., 30 m.) 
to the top of the Pillar. 

Via the Great Diedre. From the 'large ledge system', take the obvious 
crack leading into the Great Diedre (V Sup., 40 m.). Move up and 
slightly right into the rounded corner crack; up this to a hanging stance 
(VI; 5 long pitons for protection; 40 m.). Take the piton crack above 
(AI, I5 m.), then climb free (V Sup., 10 m.) to a small ledge. Swing 
right, on the rope, around the corner to ledges, and climb these to the 
foot of the ' large, smooth wall'. Then as for Right Edge. 

From the top of the Pillar, up easily to a small wall (5o m.). Up this 
(V Sup.) on to a blunt ridge. From here, mixed scrambling (II- III) 
leads qiagonally up for about 200 m. to the Brouillard ridge. The highest 
point attained was some 75 m. below this ridge. (It would probably be 
difficult to descend this diagonal broken ground in storm conditions.) 

Standard: T. D. Sup. It should now be possible to reach the top of 
the Pillar in one day from the Eccles hut. 

R. BAILLIE 

ArGUILLE DE TRIO LET. The first winter and first solo ascent of the 
North face was made by a young aspirant guide, Pierre Desailloud, on 
March 8- 9, 1966. Another solitary ascent was made in June by the 
American, G. Hemming. 

In general, bad weather was very widespread in the Alps during July 
and August, and the season seems to have been one of the worst since 
the war. 
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